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Press kit
The Idea of creation of the social network for Muslims belongs to the
personnel of IT Academy - Maxim Suhodolsky (Author), Tahir Tuhtarov (Developer
and General manager of the project), Larisa Miroluybova ( Director and founder of
the Computer Academy "Binom"), and a group of programmers.
We united together having an aim to create special Muslim platform to
support positive changes in Islam world. Lots of people around the Globe follows
the traditional universal values and want to defend their families and themselves
from all the negative information, homosexual propaganda, nazism, violence,
terrorism, drugs, etc. They need a special internet environment where they can
communicate, share information, develop themselves and at the same time do
not have a fear to meet with mentioned negative content.
Indeed, this is the reason why this idea appeared in IT environment, because
IT specialists have no boarders. All together we created "Suhba" project (From
Arabic language Suhba translated as "Community"). The first name of the project
was "Ziyarat", it included World Social Network for Muslims - "Suhba" which is
based on multi goal platform designed for a variety of internet services
interesting for a modern Muslim.
"Suhba" relies on Halal market potential, one of the most fast growing
sectors of World economy. We help people with common ethical values, but
sometimes different religions and nationalities freely communicate with each
other being together in one safe information environment. We support traditional
family values, multinational nature of people and healthy living, as the main
features that unites people globally. "Suhba" is a pure internet environment which
makes it safe for children and their parents who don't have to worry about the
moral security of their children.
Starting from March 2013 "Suhba" project developers did a great job.
"Suhba" is a Company with multi goal business model. We have our profit by
making solution for business communication, marketing and sales, providing
services for advertisement. .
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Suhba Includes:
1. "Suhba Connect" Project
This is analogue of messenger applications such as WhatsApp, Viber,
Skype but with higher functionality and fully integrated with all other Suhba
projects and right now it is working.
2. "Suhba Market" Project
It is an electronic platform based on "Suhba" Social Network. It supports
integration with other outside applications. This platform stimulates sales of
Halal industry companies to Muslim customers. It is integrated in its own pay
system and works according to the Muslim Law. It is also integrated into "Suhba"
Social Network. The project is implemented by 70%
3. "Suhba Pay" Project
"Suhba Pay" system created to accompany the sales processes within
"Suhba Market" Project and other payments inside all integrated "Suhba Group"
services
4. "Suhba Search" Project
This is internet search engine for Muslims based on Halal principles. It
supports multilevel filtration system
5. "Suhba mail" Project
Suhba provides each social network user with its own email with the
following domens: suhba.ru, suhba.net, for example: mail@suhba.net Right now
Project is finished and ready to work.
6. "Suhba Network" Project
Mobile version of the World Social Network for Muslims "Suhba". Project is
finished and now works in testing mode.
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7. "Suhba Fund" Project
The Fund for the Muslim Internet Support or "Suhba Fund" provides
financial support for development of the World Social Network for Muslims
"Suhba" and other Muslim Social Media, where content is associated with the
traditional norms of morality. Among the Fund priorities are the Projects united
with the idea of creation a united Muslim internet-platform aimed to promote
positive changes in virtual Muslim community. In future we plan to support other
socially important charity projects.
8. "Suhba Mosque" Project
This application made for those who love beautiful Mosques. It helps to
watch the most unique photos of Mosques around the Globe and put them as a
wallpaper on the phone. If you want to install any of pictures as a wallpaper you
need to be connected to the Internet. After the application will download all the
pictures and they would be saved on SD card and the connection to the internet
won't be needed.
9. "Suhba Sadaka" Project
This is an online service made to help poor people. Here destitute people
can receive help and those who want to help will be able to provide this support to
any relevant person.

All these projects are on different levels of readiness, some of them are
under testing process. For instance "Suhba Connect" messenger and World
social network "Suhba" are working in beta testing regime, Social network started
working from May 2015. It updates daily with newly registered users. Today our
Company has its own Office, Data Centre, Education Centre and excellent
Developers Team. Also we building up all necessary business processes to do
successful promotion of our products.

